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Abstract—Globus Nexus is a flexible and powerful Platformas-a-Service to which developers can outsource identity, group,
and profile management needs. By providing these frequently
important but always challenging capabilities as a service,
accessible over the network, Globus Nexus streamlines web
application development and makes it easy for individuals,
teams, and institutions to create collaborative web applications
such as science gateways for the science community. We
introduce the capabilities of this platform and review
representative applications.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Developers of science gateways [1] frequently need to
assign identities to their users, manage user profiles, and
organize users into groups for authorization and other
purposes. They may also want to allow users to authenticate
to the gateway by presenting campus credentials. But
providing high-quality implementations of such capabilities
can be extremely challenging, due to the complexity of the
associated security protocols.
Globus Nexus allows developers of science gateways to
outsource identity, profile, and group management functions
to a third party platform, Globus Nexus, which the
University of Chicago operates for the research community.
This platform addresses four major obstacles to the creation
and operation of high-quality collaborative applications:
1.

Identity provisioning: Create and manage identities
for gateway users.

2.

Identity hub: Link different user identities, so that for
example a user can authenticate to a gateway with a
campus (InCommon) credential.

3.

Group hub: User-managed group creation and
management functions. Groups can then be used in
authorization decisions.

4.

Profile management: User-managed profile attributes
and visibility for those attributes. Profile attributes
can be used in authorization decisions, for example
to determine who is allowed to join a group.

Globus Nexus provides developers with powerful and
flexible management interfaces and REST APIs. Web
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interfaces can easily be “skinned” to match the interface of
an institution or project. Users of Globus Nexus capabilities
encounter intuitive web interfaces with a common look and
feel across different services. Both developers and users
benefit from high-quality implementations, support for a
wide range of security protocols, and a highly reliable
platform based on replicated state and services distributed
over multiple commercial cloud data centers.
Globus Nexus is part of the Globus Online family of
services (Figure 1) [2]. Its capabilities are used by Globus
Online file transfer, synchronization, and sharing. Its identity
management capabilities permit Globus Online users to
connect, via Globus Connect, to storage systems at locations
such as NERSC, the University of Michigan, XSEDE, and
Cornell University. Its group management capabilities permit
users to manage access to their data on such storage systems.

Figure 1: Globus Online services provide users with research
data management functions (right) but also implement REST
APIs that permit their use as a platform (left).

Figure 2: The Globus Nexus platform facilitates the
development of collaborative science applications.

As a platform, Globus Nexus provides (see Figure 2) a
set of interfaces that application developers can use to
invoke capabilities that would be difficult for them to
implement and operate themselves.
II.

GLOBUS NEXUS CAPABILITIES

A. Identity Provisioning
Globus Nexus can act as an identity provider for a
project, providing convenient Web interfaces for identity
creation and providing email validation. The DOE Systems
Biology Knowledge Base (kBase.us) is an example of a
project that uses Globus Nexus for identity provisioning: see
Figure 3. We currently manage ~700 identities for kBase.

Figure 3: kBase sign up page, showing part of sign-up dialog.

B. Identity Hub
Having created a Globus identity, it is straightforward to
link identities from other federated identity providers: see
Figure 4. For example, InCommon (via the SAML protocol)
[3], Google (via OpenID), XSEDE (via OAuth MyProxy
[4]), an IGTF-certified X.509 certificate authority, or SSH.
Having linked an identity, the user can then use that
identity to authenticate to Nexus as the Globus identity: see
Figure 5. Thus, for example, it is straightforward for a user to
authenticate to Globus Nexus with their InCommon campus
identity: a frequently requested feature for science gateways.
Globus Nexus can act as a federated identity provider to other
services, via the OAuth protocol. Various groups have leveraged
this capability to enable authentication to XSEDE, Jira, Zendesk,
and Globus data management services.

Figure 4: Globus Nexus identity hub, showing user engaged in
linking an InCommon identity.

Nexus can also cache, on the user’s behalf, delegated
credentials obtained from a third-party service. Thus, for
example, a gateway that must access an XSEDE service
repeatedly on a user’s behalf need not interact with the user
repeatedly after a first authentication.

Figure 5: Using a linked identity for authentication to Globus
Nexus. Here, an XSEDE identity is used. The OAuth protocol
is used to delegate authentication to XSEDE.

We use an example from the BIRN project [5] to
illustrate the power of the Globus Nexus identity hub: see
Figure 6. BIRN uses Globus Nexus for identity provisioning.
In this example, Dr. Smith has created a Globus identity (via
a BIRN-tailored interface) to which she has linked her
campus identity and XSEDE identity. Dr. Smith can then:
•
•
•
•
•

Authenticate to BIRN with her campus identity
Query a BIRN catalog (using their BIRN identity)
Request data transfer from BIRN to campus (BIRN
and campus identities)
Request transfer from BIRN to XSEDE (BIRN and
XSEDE identities)
Repeat these tasks without repeated authentication,
thanks to the use of cached credentials.

C. Group Hub
Having created a set
of identities, it is natural
to want to group them
for authorization and
related purposes. Globus
Nexus
provides
powerful
group
management functions,
with
a
particular
emphasis on putting
users in control of group
creation, membership,
and properties. Any
authorized user can use Figure 6: Globus Nexus identity hub
intuitive Web and REST
example, showing use of multiple
interfaces to create a
identities for different purposes.
group,
define
its
properties (e.g., admission policies, visibility), and invite
other users to join. Groups can be used in authorization

decisions. As with other Globus Nexus services, interfaces
can be skinned to meet the needs of specific communities.
Figure 7 shows an user view of the Globus Nexus group
management interface, here skinned for kBase. The kBase
project automatically enrolls every user who signs up for a
kBase identity in the kbase_user group. Subgroups defined
within that group are used to organize kBase users who
participate in specific kBase project functions.

lived proxy credentials to Grid resources. Atlassian Crowd
also provides user defined groups that can be incorporated
in external applications. Grouper [9] is perhaps most similar
to Globus Nexus in its group management capabilities.
Nexus is distinguished by its focus on user-driven group
management.

Figure 8 shows a different Globus Nexus group
management interface, here indicating all groups that include
the user “ian.” The subscreen shows the policies that apply to
that group, which govern visibility (the group is only visible
to members) and membership (users must be invited to join).

Figure 8: A user view of the groups visible to user “ian.”
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Figure 7: kBase group management interfaces.

III. RELATED WORK
Many commercial service providers offer identity
management and authentication services. Social network
identities in particular, are commonly used for
authentication by other services, for example Facebook
Connect or Google Accounts. In research domains, CILogin
is an example of an authentication framework that enables
users to authenticate using a campus identity. Amazon
Identity and Access Management (IAM) [6] enables user
management across Amazon services and resources. It has
been recently extended to include federation of public
identities such as Facebook and Google. Like Nexus, these
capabilities allow service developers to integrate their
different identities into their services. The Atlassian Crowd
[7] service provides identity management capabilities for
web applications. It enables user identities to be sourced
from several directories (e.g., LDAP) and exposes different
authentication interfaces that can be embedded in external
applications (e.g., OpenID). Both IAM and Crowd are
commercial applications that require subscriptions; they are
also designed to support commercial identity providers.
Group management and authorization services are also
available. For example, Google Groups provides user
defined groups that can be used for authorization to Google
services. Previous work from Grid computing such as the
Virtual Organization Management Service (VOMS) [8]
provides group based authorization capabilities using short-
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